
“The API server enables us to use the centrally maintained product informa-
tion in third-party systems. This allows us to display all product information 
in the product area of our website in a simple, flexible and media-compatible 
manner without any additional maintenance.” 
Michael Gerhards, Online Marketing Manager, Gust. Alberts GmbH & Co. KG

Based on the crossbase standard software, an individual PIM and crossmedia solu-
tion was implemented for GAH. Approx. 7,000 articles including product structure, 
prices and approx. 80 features per item are continuously synchronized via the bidi-
rectional SAP PIM interface, the creation of item itself takes place in the PIM. For 
marketing-specific communication, the so-called item group, which groups item 
variants with the same form, plays an important role. A lot of product information 
is maintained in the item group and inherited on to the item.

Using the integrated image database, (dimensioned) product photos, assembly photos, 
symbols and stock photos are managed and further image formats are automatically 
generated with the graphics converter and the Illustrator module. Enumerated texts 
are automatically generated from reusable document modules and characteristics.
The translation itself takes place in the countries on the basis of Excel files. A function 
allows you to determine the layout context for each translation.

To be able to use products in the printed catalogs and on the website, these are 
referenced in marketing-specific product views for the corresponding sales channels. 
The aim is to produce the five product group-specific main catalogs automatically 
in approx. 10 language-country combinations with approx. 1,500 pages. Special 
features include anchored objects for controlling the position of images and texts 
on the left and right sides of the flow frame layout and a special grouping function 
in the product tables. For trade partners, the data is provided in BMEcat or Excel 
format and the required image files. Internally, sales staff, among others, have read 
access to all product information. With the API server, IT has the possibility to query 
data from the PIM and use it for internal purposes.

Recently, an additional structure was launched, which is used to build the search bars 
for the website or the info-portal. The products should be able to be sorted on the 
basis of product characteristics existing in crossbase (dimensions, color, material, etc.). 

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
 y PIM with bi-directional interface to the SAP system

 y Integrated image database / MAM with graphics converter and automation of parameterized Illustrator graphics

 y Text management, generation of not only bulleted lists but also marketing texts from document modules

 y Automated translation process with Excel and layout context

 y Channel output management for controlling market-specific assortments and prices

 y Automated, database-supported creation of catalogs

 y Provision of data of BMEcat, Excel and Office (Word, PowerPoint)

 y API server with web services for internal information distribution as well as for filling the website

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

Type of company:  
Manufacturer 
Industry:  
Construction elements, construction supplier 
Sales range:  
approx. 7,000 items 
Sales volume:  
approx. 100 million euros (2014) 
Number of employees:  
approx. 430 worldwide (2017) 
ERP system: 
SAP 
 
Type of software: Standard software 
Type of solution:Individual solution 
 
Gustav Alberts GmbH & Co. KG 
58849 Herscheid 
 
Contact: 
Mr. Holger Geck 
(Head of Marketing) 
Tel.: +49 2357 907-298 
holger.geck@gah.de 
www.gah.de

Company description 
The company Gust. Alberts GmbH & Co. KG, 
GAH for short, is a traditional and leading 
manufacturer of house and garden prod-
ucts in its fourth generation. The company 
is headquartered in the Sauerland region 
and has four sales companies in Europe and 
Russia. The product range includes fittings, 
profiles, sheet metal and fence technology. 
The more than 8,000 international trade part-
ners include in particular DIY stores, specialist 
retailers and online retailers.



APPLICATION MODULES USED

ERP interface Product database Media Asset  
Management

Text management Channel Output  
Management

Translation 
management

Print publishing

Office connection Data export 
XML / Excel

API server

DIGITAL AND PRINTED MEDIA

Germany: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 36 I D-71034 Böblingen I office@crossbase.de I www.crossbase.de 
France: crossbase SARL | 27, rue de Châtillon | F-25048 Besançon cedex | office@crossbase.fr | www.crossbase.fr  

Austria: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Konrad-Doppelmayr-Straße 15 I A-6922 Wolfurt I office@crossbase.at I www.crossbase.at


